Ferry Gulch to Bakeapple Pond

Route Description

Hike the Gros Morne Mountain trail to the Ferry Gulch campsite. Follow part of the unmarked Long Range traverse onto the Long Range plateau towards Bakeapple Pond and the view over Ten Mile Pond. The route is 20 kilometres return and plan to camp 1-2 nights at Ferry Gulch.

Note: Parts of this route is unmarked and requires wilderness navigation skills using map, compass, and GPS. Coordinates are provided as Universal Transverse Mercator UTM Zone U21, North American Datum 1983 (NAD 83).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leg</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Distance (approx.)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Gros Morne Mountain Trail Head  
21U 439821m E / 5490687m N  
(Waypoint LR-16) | Ferry Gulch Campsite  
21U 444338m E / 5493808m N  
(Waypoint LR-16) | 7.5 km | Follow the Gros Morne Mountain trail for 4 kilometres to the base of the mountain. Take the trail to the right heading northeast to the Ferry Gulch campsite. If time allows, you can set up camp and continue along the trail to the top of Gros Morne Mountain. From the campsite and allowing for time to enjoy the views, plan on 2 hours for the return hike to the summit. |
| 2   | Ferry Gulch campsite  
21U 444338m E / 5493808m N  
(Waypoint LR-16) | Bakeapple Pond viewpoint  
21U 446937m E / 5494497m N  
(Waypoint LR-13) | 2.5 km | From the Ferry Gulch campsite, the route is unmarked and should only be attempted when visibility is good and there is no cloud cover on the mountains. Follow the Gros Morne Mountain trail east to the end of the small pond. At UTM 444483m E / 5493956m N (Waypoint LR-15) leave the trail and head northeast into Ferry Gulch. Follow a series of game paths for about 500 metres to UTM 444992m E / 5494026m N (Waypoint LR-14b). You should find a game path heading south and up onto the plateau through a small elevated valley. Staying on the west side of the valley, ascend onto the Long Range plateau. At UTM 445122m E / 5493862m N (Waypoint LR-14a) you will encounter a beaten path. Follow the path east for 2 kilometres to Bakeapple Pond (UTM 446937m E / 5494497m N) (Waypoint LR-13) and the view over Ten Mile Pond. Return by the same route. |